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2nd INTERNATIONAL IAGP PSYCHODRAMA CONFERENCE

8th INTERNATIONAL PSYCHODRAMA CONGRESS

September 4th - 8th 2019 – ISEO - ITALY

**WHO SHALL SURVIVE?**

"I invite man to turn to himself. I invite him to recognize the meaning of the living encounter: in the age of computers, robots, household appliances, cars, and airplanes, I propose to him to establish an unmediated relationship with the people he meets in the streets, at work and at home, to acknowledge that their worthiness is immortal and unperishable and they are not mere numbers in a game." (J.L. Moreno, New York, 1960s)

**Jacob Levi Moreno**, creator of psychodrama and sociodrama, pioneer in group psychotherapy and co-founder of IAGP, organized 7 International Psychodrama Conferences before his death in 1974. Over half a century after the first international conference in Paris in 1964, the Eighth International Psychodrama Conference and the Second IAGP Psychodrama Section International Conference will take place in 2019. The organizing committee, along the path laid out by the Fourth International Sociodrama Conference organized at Iseo in 2013, intends to resume and develop J.L. Moreno’s concepts of co-responsibility and co-creation of the world, which have marked psychodramatic practice in the care of individuals, groups, and society from the very beginning.

The title of the Conference “**Who Shall Survive?**” refers to this core message: will women and men that can be spontaneous and creative in the co-creation of society and, at the same time, open to meeting the Other in the co-responsibility of care and change survive challenges, transformations, traumas, and collective tragedies? In the vital interaction with clinical and social practice in the groups as well as in society, **the international movement of psychodramatists** has promoted and developed this vision in the past fifty years, a visions that the Eighth International Psychodrama Conference intends to share by examining some emerging themes in this
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historical time.

* GENDER IDENTITY AND GENDER VIOLENCE
* MIGRATIONS AND INTERCULTURALISM
* WARS AND INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE TRAUMAS
* FRAGILITY AND DISABILITY

The Conference location is a territory that is open to welcome this meeting: the Il Germoglio coop at Iseo, which has been committed for decades to the care of disabled people, is the pulsating organizing heart, like in the previous Sociodrama Conference in 2013, and in the Psicodramma a Più Voci, an event that has promoted the interaction of psychodramatists all over Italy in the past twenty years.

Call for workshop, paper and poster 30th April 2019

Scientific committee
Dena Baumgartner (USA), Richard Beck (USA), Nevzat Uctum Muhtar (Turkey), Kate Tauvon (UK/Sweden), Franca Bonato, Laura Consolati, Chiara De Marino, Luigi Dotti, Vanda Druetta, Ivan Fossati, Maurizio Gasseau, Marco Greco, Clelia Marini, Gaetano Martorano, Salvatore Pace, Vanda Romagnoli, Antonio Zanardo (Italy)

Conference venue
Istituto Antonietti – Via Paolo VI, 3
25049 Iseo (Brescia) Italy

Conference central office
ILGERMOGLIO
Cooperativa di Solidarietà Sociale Onlus
Vicolo della Manica 17/G
25049 Iseo (Brescia)

Pre-Conference Leaders
Dena Baumgartner (USA), Giovanni Boria (Italy), Jorge Burmeister (Swisse/Spain), Kate Tauvon (UK/Sweden), Monica Zuretti (Argentina)

International workshops Leaders
Updated to 20/7/2018 (in progress)
Georgios Chaniotis (Greece), Krzysztof Ciepliński (Poland), Agnes Dudler (Germany), Eva Fahlström Borg (Sweden), Chantal Neve-Hanquet (Belgium), Ursula Hauser (Costarica/Swiss), Magdalene Jeyarathnam (India), Marcia Karp (Regno Unito), Arsaluys Kayir (Turkey), Johannes Kral (Austria), Grete Leutz (Germany), Manuela Maciel (Portugal), Nevzat Uctum Muhtar (Turkey), Oded Nave (Israel), Leandra Perrotta (Australia/Italy), Mona Rakhawy (Egypt), Khader Rasras (Palestine), Nikos Takis (Greece), Galabina Tarashoeva (Bulgary), Judith
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Teszary (Sweden), Leni Verhofstadt-Deneve (Belgium), Michael Wieser (Austria)

Registration from 1st August 2018
www.psychodrama2019.org
FACEBOOK OFFICIAL
International IAGP Psychodrama Conference - Iseo - Italy September 2019
info@psychodrama2019.org

Registration timeline
Before 31/10/2018: €310,00/230,00*
  Pre-Conference €90,00/65,00*
  Students €150,00/110,00*
  Pre-conference students €70,00/50,00*

Before 30/04/2019: €360,00/270,00*
  Pre-Conference €100,00/75,00*
  Students €170,00/125,00*
  Pre-Conference students €80,00/60,00*

From 01/05/2019: €450,00/335,00*
  Pre-Conference €110,00/85,00*
  Students €190,00/140,00*
  Pre-Conference students €80,00

* Country band assignment
  Registration includes:
  - All Conference events
  - Welcome dinner
  - 3 lunches + 1 (pre-conference)

Companions – €30 (all countries)
Included
- Opening and closing ceremonies
- Welcome dinner

Meals excluded

Suggested accommodation

Camping del Sole
www.campingdelsole.it
Bungalows, mobile home, apartments, chalets – with bathroom, kitchen, air conditioning.
Solutions: single or double rooms, shared rooms, (max 6 people).

Chalet and apartments reservations
NOVASOL +39 0412516150

Mobile home reservations
+39 0725183183 (dall'estero)
+39 0365522595 (dall'Italia)

Iseo Lago Hotel (***):
www.iseolagohotel.it
+39 030 98891